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Previous work has argued that extraposition of an NP modifier has consequences for the scope of the QP that takes NP as complement (Guéron and May 1984, Fox and Nissenbaum 1999, Fox 2002). Fox and Nissenbaum account for the relevant observations under the assumption that extraposition results from a specific interaction between covert movement (Quantifier Raising) and the operation of Late Merge (LM) proposed by David Lebeux (Lebeaux 1988).

In this paper I argue that the facts are more involved than had previously been assumed. The relevant complications arise under two circumstances: (a) when no QP takes the modified NP as complement and (b) when the modified NP is dominated by two different QPs. In such cases, I argue that the normally attested consequences for scope can in principle hold for any dominating QP. I point out that this observation can be derived if LM can apply in embedded positions. When such embedded LM is combined with the view that the tail of a movement chain is interpreted as a restricted variable (“Trace Conversion”, TC) new predictions are made which I attempt to corroborate.

If arguments for LM, and in particular for embedded LM, are successful, the precise theoretical consequences are not entirely clear. In particular, one might ask whether LM per se needs to be postulated or whether there is another way of deriving the required structures. More specifically, we might ask whether the arguments I will be making are consistent with a multi-dominance view of movement (see Bachrach and Katzir 2009, Johnson 2012, 2014 and Sportiche 2015).

Assume that there is no movement rule and that a single operation of merge yields multi-dominance structures – structures in which a single constituent might have more than one mother. In other words, assume (along the lines of much recent literature) that multi-dominance can be derived not only by a rule of Internal Merge and is therefore not limited to cases where one mother of a multi-dominated phrase dominates all other mothers (cases where one position c-commands all others). Such an assumption might license the derivation of the necessary syntactic representations (LM structures) without a counter-cyclic operation of late merge. However, this comes with an obvious cost: the constraints on displacement (e.g. locality) cannot be linked directly to movement (Internal Merge), since there will be no specific rule responsible for displacement. We, thus, cannot say that the source of locality follows from requirements on Internal Merge.

---
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(For example, it would not suffice to say that an object cannot be Internally Merged, unless it is made visible by agreement.)

I, therefore, suggest (in the spirit of Johnson 2012, 2014) that the constraints on displacement follow more indirectly. When multi-dominance arises (when a single constituent has more than one position in a linguistic representation), I will adopt what I think is a rather simple assumption, namely that linearization (which is required for spell-out) fails, unless a specific device is in place which tells the phonology which of the two positions occupied by a single constituent is to be ignored or deleted (Nunes 2001, 2004, Johnson 2012, 2014). I will add to this the assumption that phonological deletion (of the relevant sort) is parasitic on agreement, which is, in turn, conditioned by locality. So movement does not exist as a special rule, and, hence, LM does not exist. Multi-dominance, however, does exist, and subsequently the structures that I will be arguing for can be derived. Merge creates many multi-dominance structures that are not attested. As usual, the hope is that this problem of over-generation can be dealt with by independently motivated constraints (in particular, TC in semantics, linearization in phonology and probably a syntactic residue, e.g. the case filter).

Sections 1-5 deal with extraposition from DPs that contain non-restrictive adjectives. It begins with an observation made in Culicover and Rochemont (1990) that, at first glance, suggests that embedded LM of the sort I will be arguing for is not available. I will present evidence that this interpretation of the data is incorrect. Specifically, I will argue that the basic observation is predicted if embedded LM can apply freely as long as traces are interpreted by TC. In sections 6-13 I will be examining the predicted interaction between embedded LM and TC for constructions in which the NP modified by the extraposed material is dominated by more than one QP. I will be arguing that, as long as the final structure is interpretable by TC, the attested word order can be derived by QR of any one of the dominating QPs (followed, of course, by embedded LM). Finally, in section 14-15, I will present a way of deriving the required structures by a single cyclic rule of Merge, i.e. without reference to the counter-cyclic rule of late merge.

1. Putative Locality

Culicover and Rochemont (1990, C&R) argue that extraposition is subject to a very specific locality condition, one that allows a modifier to extrapose from NP only if it modifies NP itself (i.e. is daughter of NP rather than of some nominal constituent properly dominated by NP). To understand the empirical claim, I will take a close look at an example discussed in Johnson (1991). Consider first the two interpretations of the sentence in (1) which are derived from two possible structures for the NP alleged mouse from Mars.

(1) John saw an alleged mouse from Mars (yesterday).

---

3 As we will see, there might be specific circumstances where this does not hold. See note 30
4 For additional examples, see Culicover and Rochemont (1990), p. 63.
(1') a. John saw an [NP alleged [[mouse] [from Mars]]]
   \[\exists x \text{ alleged}[\lambda w. \text{mouse}(w, x) \& \text{from-Mars}(w, x)] \& J. \text{ saw } x\] \quad (alleged > \&)
b. John saw an [NP [alleged mouse] [from Mars]]
   \[\exists x \text{ alleged}[\lambda w. \text{mouse}(w, x) \& \text{from-Mars}(x)] \& J. \text{ saw } x\] \quad (& > \text{alleged})

Under one interpretation, (1'a), the sentence involves existential quantification over individuals about which there is a particular allegation, namely that they are mice from Mars. This interpretation results from a structure in which \textit{from Mars} is conjoined (by predicate modification) with the noun \textit{mouse} forming the argument of \textit{alleged}. Hence we will characterize the interpretation as one resulting from a structure in which \textit{alleged} takes scope over conjunction/modification (\textit{alleged} > \&). Under the alternative interpretation, (1'b), the relevant allegation pertains only to mousehood. Under this interpretation, the sentence involves existential quantification over individuals who meet two requirements: (a) they must be alleged mice and (b) they must (in actuality) be from Mars. In other words, the second interpretation results from a structure in which \textit{from Mars} is conjoined with the phrase \textit{alleged mouse} (\& > \text{alleged}).

C&R’s locality claim is that extraposition of the modifier, as in (2), is only possible when this modifier is sister of the phrase \textit{alleged mouse}, i.e., when the NP structure is the one in (1'b). The precise statement of the constraint depends, of course, on the theoretical perspective one takes on extraposition. If, for example, the extraposed PP is moved to the right, the constraint might be stated as a requirement that rightward movement not cross two nominal nodes. If, alternatively, extraposition involves LM of a PP to a QR-ed phrase (as in Fox and Nissenbaum 1999), the constraint might restrict the depth of embedding for LM (as in Sauerland 1998 and Tada 1993), e.g. it might state that an LM-ed phrase must modify the NP complement of the QR-ed phrase (that is, rule out what I’ve called embedded LM). And, of course, there are other possibilities (e.g. that of C&R, or Johnson 1991).

(2) John saw an alleged mouse yesterday from Mars.
   a. \[\exists x \text{ alleged}[\lambda w. \text{mouse}(w, x) \& \text{from-Mars}(w, x)] \& J. \text{ saw } x\] \quad (alleged > \&)
b. \[\exists x \text{ alleged}[\lambda w. \text{mouse}(w, x) \& \text{from-Mars}(x)] \& J. \text{ saw } x\] \quad (& > \text{alleged})

Paraphrase of only available meaning (if locality is correct): \textit{There is something John saw which is alleged to be a mouse and in reality is from Mars.}

Be that as it may, the empirical argument is based on an interpretive contrast between (1) and (2). Specifically, it is observed that (2), in contrast to (1), is not judged to be true when there is just one individual that John saw such that this individual is presupposed to be a mouse and there is some skepticism about an allegation that this mouse is from Mars. Since this state of affairs verifies (1'a) and not (1'b), the observation supports the locality claim.\(^5\)

\(^5\) Another way to argue for C&R’s claim (suggested to me by Jeremy Hartman) is to consider a noun which, on its own, would normally not provide the content of any controversial claim about an individual in
2. Pesetsky’s Empirical Claim

David Pesetsky (p.c. spring 2000) has objected to this argument, pointing out that, although the sentence in (2) cannot be true in the characterized situation, it is wrong to claim that the reading in (2)b is the only one available. Specifically, he claimed that conjunction/modification can be interpreted in the scope of *alleged*, as long as mousehood is alleged rather than presupposed.

Although, at the time, I was suspicious of the judgment, I think that the sentences in (3) and (4) can serve to verify Pesetsky’s intuition. If the locality claim were correct, these sentences should only receive an anomalous interpretation – contrary to the judgment of many speakers I’ve consulted.

(3) John saw an alleged alien yesterday from Mars.

   Predicted meaning:
   \[
   \exists x \text{ alleged}[\lambda w. \text{ alien}(w,x)] \land \text{ from-Mars}(x) \land J. \text{ saw } x \quad \text{(allege \& from Mars)}
   \]
   \#There is something John saw which is alleged to be an alien and in reality is from Mars.

(4) a. John saw an alleged New Yorker yesterday from the Upper East Side.
   b. John saw an alleged antique yesterday from the 15th century.

In (3-4), the extraposed PP entails the head noun, at least given presupposed background assumptions (*from Mars ⇒ alien; from the upper east side ⇒ New Yorker; from the 15th century ⇒ antique*). If conjunction had scope over *alleged* (as C&R claim), we would require of the relevant individual that it be in the (actual world) extension of the predicate denoted by the PP modifier. But then, by entailment, it would also have to be in the (actual world) extension of the predicate denoted by the head noun, and use of the adjective *alleged* would be inappropriate (since *alleged P* cannot be appropriately predicated of an individual *x* if the speaker believes that *P* is true of *x*). A speaker, the domain of quantification. When such a noun is in the scope of the adjective *alleged*, the scope would (at least under normal circumstances) have to contain additional material, and if C&R are right, this material would not be able to extrapose. Candidates for such nouns suggested by Hartman are *person, area, and thing*:

(i) a. # He alleged that John is a person
   b. #I met an alleged person yesterday.

Subsequently C&R predict the following contrast:

(ii) a. I met an alleged person from France yesterday.
   b. #I met an alleged person yesterday from France.

I trust that the reader will be able to see that the contrast would also be predicted by the alternative to C&R that I will be arguing for.
uttering (3), for example, would be attributing two contradictory properties to the same individual: (a) that of being from Mars, and (b) that of being an alleged alien (and hence, at least by implicature, not a real alien).\(^6\) (3), however, is a perfectly natural sentence in which the speaker raises skepticism about an allegation that the person John saw is an alien and more specifically about the details of this allegation according to which this alien is from Mars.\(^7\)

In other words, if we were to characterize the effect of extraposition on meaning in (2) as one resulting from locality, we would be making wrong predictions for (3) and (4). We conclude that C&R are right that extraposition has an effect on meaning in cases such as (1), but that this effect has been incorrectly characterized. Our task, then, is to provide an appropriate characterization and see whether it can give us a hint as to the roots of the effect.

### 3. Embedded Late Merge and the Meaning of Traces

The facts observed in (2-4) appear to be rather puzzling. From (2) we learn that the domain of quantification for an object QP of the form *an alleged N...*, from which a modifier is extraposed, must be made up of individuals that are not presupposed to be in the extension of N (*mouse* in (2)). We might state this as a conclusion that the predicate denoted by *alleged N* must hold of all individuals in the domain of quantification, in

---

\(^6\) From now on, I will be talking (at times) as if the inference that the nominal argument of *alleged* is not true of the relevant individual follows from the basic meaning of the NP, i.e. as if *alleged* takes a predicate \(P\) and returns a predicate that is false of individuals that \(P\) is true of:

\[
\text{[alleged]}(P) = \lambda x. P(x)(w) = 0 & \lambda w'. P(x)(w') \text{ is an allegation in } w.
\]

But the same facts would follow in essentially the same way if we eliminate the first conjunct, \(P(x)(w) = 0\), and derive an inference that \(P\) is false of the relevant individual (or at least that one might think it is false) more indirectly (e.g. as a scalar implicature). In section 9, we will see considerations that might prefer such an indirect derivation (see note 23).

\(^7\) The judgments reported here should also be tested with other non-intersective adjectives. Jeremy Hartman (p.c.) points out a class of adjectives that are non-intersective, yet differ from *alleged* in entailing the truth of their complement: *undisputed/proven/confirmed/acknowledged/obvious/known*. These adjectives show a similar effect, which is likewise predicted by the current account, though explaining this would require a more nuanced discussion. So, for example, *John saw an undisputed mouse yesterday from Mars*, strongly prefers an *undisputed > & parse*, whereas this preference disappears in *John saw an undisputed alien yesterday from Mars*. I think the account we propose in the paper will extend to such cases, the moment we are precise enough about the semantic properties of *undisputed*, those that make it a non-intersective adjective in the first place. For example, for \(x\) to be called an undisputed alien, it cannot be common ground that \(x\) is an alien. Similar negative inferences follow for all of the adjectives listed above, and these inferences suffice for the account to be extended.

As for other non-intersective adjective, Mitcho Erlewine points out that *former* shows a similar effect to the one described for *alleged*, but that *fake* behaves differently, a contrast that I will have to leave to another occasion. Roni Katzir suggests that this contrast might be related to the arguments made in Partee (2009) that *fake* is a subsective adjective. See note 23 for another possibility.

---

(i) a. I interviewed a former New Yorker yesterday from Brooklyn and asked her why she moved away.
   b. #John was arrested for selling fake antiques yesterday from the 15th century.
which case it will be teaching us that conjunction has scope over *alleged*. From (3) and (4), however, we learn that the extraposed modifier (*from Mars* in (3)) need not hold of individuals in the domain of quantification. This leads to the opposite conclusion, namely that conjunction is in the scope of *alleged*. This apparent contradiction is restated in (5).

(5) **Let** \( \beta \) **be a modifier “extraposed” from the QP an alleged N. And let** \( x \) **be an individual in the restrictor of QP.**

Property 1 – inferred from (1)b:

\[
%alleged\% (\%N\%) \text{ must be true of } x. \text{ Hence } \beta \text{ (and conjunction) cannot be in the scope of } %alleged%.
\]

Property 2 – inferred from (3) and (4)

\[
\%\beta\% \text{ need not be true of } x. \text{ Hence, } \beta \text{ (and conjunction) can be in the scope of } %alleged%.
\]

Property 1 and 2 cannot both be satisfied, unless there are two occurrences of *alleged* in the structure each of which satisfies one but not the other property. I would, therefore, like to take the data to argue for this conclusion, which, in turn, follows from – and thus supports – the analysis of extraposition argued for in Fox and Nissenbaum (1999) and Fox (2002). [See also Bhatt and Pancheva 2004, Fox and Johnson 2015, Hulsey and Sauerland 2006, and Johnson 2012.]

### 3.1. Extraposition, Late Merge, and Trace Conversion

Fox and Nissenbaum (1999), following an earlier proposal by Guéron and May (1984) and a related proposal in Reinhart (1991), argue that extraposition of NP modifiers involves Quantifier Raising (QR) in its derivation. Specifically, they propose that the derivation involves QR followed by LM of an adjunct (proposed by David Lebeaux for wh-movement).

(6) **We saw a painting yesterday that John talked about.**

\[
\text{We}\_i \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{a painting} \quad \text{that } J\ldots
\]

---

8 e.g., an individual in the set denoted by the NP argument of the existential quantifier.

9 Nothing in this paper relies on specific claims about the nature of the derivation. What is important, in the context of this paper, is the final LF representation. For different views about the nature of the derivation which agree with Fox and Nissenbaum (1999) about the relevant properties of the LF representations, see Johnson 2012 and Sportiche 2015. See also section 14-15 below.
This proposal leads to the prediction that the scope of the relevant QP in an extraposition construction should be at least as high as the extraposition site, (7), a prediction that has been corroborated by contrasts such as that in (8). (See Fox 2002, 2003, Fox and Nissenbaum 1999, 2000 for discussion and additional examples. See also section 7 for additional examples.)

(7) **Williams’s generalization (WG):** When an adjunct $\beta$ is “extraposed” from a “source QP” $\alpha$, the scope of $\alpha$ is at least as high as the attachment site of $\beta$ (the extraposition site).\(^{10}\)

(8) a. I read a book before you did. \((\exists > \text{before}) \ (\text{before} > \exists)\)
b. I read a book that John had recommended before you did. \((\exists > \text{before}) \ (\text{before} > \exists)\)
c. I read a book before you did that John had recommended. \((\exists > \text{before}) \ ^{*}(\text{before} > \exists)\)

Under the assumption that QR is covert movement to the right, the appropriate word order is derived.\(^{11}\) The interpretation is derived by the rule of Trace Conversion proposed in Fox (2002, 2003), TC, as shown in (9).\(^{12}\)

\[
(9) \begin{align*}
\llbracket(6)\rrbracket & = \llbracket[A \text{painting that John talked about}]\rrbracket (\lambda x [\text{We saw the}_1 \text{painting}]^{1\rightarrow x}) \\
& = \llbracket[A \text{painting that John talked about}]\rrbracket (\lambda x. [\text{we saw [the thing identical to } x_1 \text{which is a painting}]^{1\rightarrow x}) \\
& = \llbracket[A \text{painting that John talked about}]\rrbracket (\lambda x: x \text{ is a painting. we saw x})
\end{align*}
\]

Because of the way presuppositions project in quantificational constructions, this meaning is the same as the one derived by traditional representations. Specifically, by all theories of presupposition projection, the presupposition of the scope of a quantifier only needs to hold of individuals that satisfy the restrictor (a property that follows under certain theories from the conservativity of quantifiers). Since the presupposition contributed by the trace is entailed by the content of the restrictor, the presupposition is tautological; in (6), for example, it is the requirement that (certain) paintings that John

---

\(^{10}\) By the source QP, we mean the minimal QP that dominates the item that $\beta$ modifies. By ‘the scope of $\alpha$ is at least as high as the attachment site of $\beta$’ we mean that every node dominating the base position of $\alpha$ which does not dominate $\beta$ is in the scope of $\alpha$. (7) is a slight modification (due to Fox and Nissenbaum 1999) of the original statement of the generalization (Williams 1974, chapter 4). Williams (in contrast to F&N) did not restrict himself to adjuncts, perhaps because he did not look at extraposition from NP (see Fox and Nissenbaum 1999) but comparative- and result-extraposition, where, as Bhatt and Pancheva argue, complements pattern with NP adjuncts (for reasons having to do with the nature of Trace Conversion).

\(^{11}\) In unpublished work, David Pesetsky and I (Fox and Pesetsky 2009) connect these two properties of QR (the fact that it is covert and to the right) by claims about linearization principles that might place certain specifiers (in certain languages) to the right of their sisters and a universal principle of chain pronunciation that always spells-out the leftmost member of a chain. See Johnson 2012 for a different perspective.

\(^{12}\) $\llbracket\text{the}_1\rrbracket^{1\rightarrow x} = \lambda P: x \in P. x$ (i.e., the function that takes a predicate, $P$, is undefined if $x \not\in P$ and returns $x$ if $x \in P$)

Before we move on, it is useful to point out that nothing in what I said relies crucially on the nature of derivations. What is crucial is that there be a way to derive LF representations in which part (but not all) of a QPs restrictor appears in the trace position and that extraposition tells us which part this is (the part which has not be extraposed). The claim that the derivation involves LM is not crucial, but, given its familiarity, it is a useful way to communicate the relevant property of the final presentation. As stated in the introduction, at the end of the paper, I will entertain the possibility that the LM representations are derived without late merge, i.e. with just one cyclic operation of Merge that can create multi-dominance representations (which are phonologically uninterpretable, unless PF deletion applies to designated occurrences of multi-dominated phrases).

3.2. An Account of C&R’s Observation

The interpretive effects of extraposition observed in (2-4) are predicted by the account of extraposition outlined above, as long as there are no relevant locality conditions on LM (i.e. as long as embedded LM is possible). Specifically, if an extraposed PP can LM either inside or outside the scope of alleged, we have (after TC) the following two structures (with the irrelevant adverb yesterday omitted).

(10)a. [An alleged [N PP]]
       \[\lambda x \text{John saw } \text{the}_x \text{alleged N}\]

b. [An [[alleged N] PP]]
       \[\lambda x \text{John saw } \text{the}_x \text{alleged N}\]

Since (10a) is a possible structure in which conjunction/modification has scope below alleged, we account for (3-4), and more generally for Property 2 in (5). Since TC ensures that under both structures (that is, irrespective of scope) the alleged N is a constituent (which does not include the modifier), we account for C&R’s observation in (2), and more generally for Property 1 in (5).

To see this in greater detail, let’s start with the two structures available for (3).

(3’)a. [An alleged [alien from Mars]]
       \[\lambda x \text{John saw } \text{the}_x \text{alleged alien}\]

b. [An [[alleged alien] from Mars]]
       \[\lambda x \text{John saw } \text{the}_x \text{alleged alien}\]
The structure in (3’b) is anomalous for the reasons mentioned above, namely it ascribes two contradictory properties to the same individual: that of being an alleged alien (hence not a real alien, see note 6) and that of being from Mars (hence a real alien). The structure in (3’a) accounts for the attested interpretation. It asserts that John saw someone who is alleged to be an alien from Mars (hence not a real alien from Mars). It also presupposes about this individual (a presupposition introduced by the trace) that it is an alleged alien (hence not a real alien, see note 6). This presupposition, although not tautological, is very easy to accommodate since the source for skepticism about an allegation that someone is an alien from Mars is very plausibly rooted in skepticism about the possibility that this person is an alien in the first place.

Let’s now have a parallel look at the two structures available for (2):

(2’a). \[\text{An alleged [mouse from Mars]}\]
\[
\lambda x \text{John saw } [\text{the}_x \text{ alleged mouse}]
\]

(2’b). \[\text{An [[alleged mouse] from Mars]}\]
\[
\lambda x \text{John saw } [\text{the}_x \text{ alleged mouse}]
\]

The structure in (2’b) is this time not anomalous: it simply asserts that John saw an individual who is truly from Mars and is alleged to be a mouse. This might correspond to the salient interpretation of the sentence. The structure in (2’a) is also possible. It asserts that John saw someone who is alleged to be a mouse from Mars (hence not a real mouse from Mars). But it also presupposes about this individual that it is an alleged mouse (hence not a real mouse). This presupposition might be a little harder to accommodate than in (3’a) since the source of skepticism about an allegation that something is a mouse from Mars is probably more plausibly confined skepticism about origin alone. But nevertheless, I think this is a possible interpretation, as originally pointed out by Pesetsky. Imagine, for example, that we see a picture of a creature that doesn’t look like a mouse at all and someone tells us that it is indeed a mouse, though an oddly shaped one. This person furthermore tells us that it is oddly shaped because it comes from Mars. We are suspicious about both allegations, and send John to check things out. John sees the creature and remains skeptical. I think that the following day, we could describe this state of affairs with (2), as Pesetsky had claimed.

What we’ve seen is that the presupposition that comes from the trace accounts for C&R’s observation. Using a bound variable with the presupposition that the individual that the variable refers to (under a modified assignment function) is alleged to be a mouse is what makes it impossible to assert the sentence in the situation characterized at the end of section 1. In other words, whether or not modification is in the scope of alleged, TC introduces a presupposition that is incompatible with a situation in which the speaker believes John saw a mouse and is skeptical about the allegation that this mouse is from Mars.\[^{13}\]

\[^{13}\text{The presupposed introduced by TC would likewise explain the facts in footnote 5.}\]
To repeat, the two properties in (5) follow from the claim that there are two occurrences of the non-intersective adjective *alleged* and of the noun. When the modifier is LM-ed, *alleged* and the noun must form a constituent at the trace position, and the resulting presupposition (that the relevant individual is not necessarily in the actual world extension of the noun) accounts for property 1. In the Scope position (where the modifier is LM-ed) we have two possible constituency structures, and one of them (in which modification is in the scope of *alleged*) accounts for property 2.

Traces, given TC, are definite descriptions that contain variables and their binding is analogous to other anaphoric relationships in which such definite descriptions partake. (*Mary read every book* after QR is analogous to *Every book is such that Mary read that book.*) And indeed, what we’ve seen with extraposition arises more generally with such anaphoric relationships. (11a) is just a repetition of (2), which we were, at first, tempted to think requires a reading in which modification is outside the scope of *alleged*. (11b) shows that the same effect arises when presuppositions are triggered overtly: when there is an anaphoric relationship between the DP *an alleged mouse from Mars* and a DP which transparently introduces the presupposition that, under TC, is introduced covertly in (11a).

(11)a. John saw an alleged mouse yesterday from Mars.
   b. Right after John saw an alleged mouse from Mars, he talked about the alleged mouse to various reporters.

(12a) is a repetition of (3), which showed that it is wrong to think that extraposition requires a reading in which modification is outside the scope of *alleged*. (12b) shows that the same holds under anaphora.

(12)a. John saw an alleged alien yesterday from Mars.
   b. Right after John saw an alleged alien from Mars, he talked about the alleged alien to various reporters.

The facts in (11b) and (12b) are trivial consequences of the theory of presupposition. With the covert structures that result from LM and TC, the account extends automatically to extraposition.

**4. Prediction for Condition C**

The LM theory of extraposition is an extension to covert movement of a proposal made by Lebeaux (1989) for overt movement (to account for the interaction between overt A-bar movement and Condition C of the Binding Theory). Specifically, Lebeaux suggested that A-bar movement can circumvent a Condition C violation only if material that dominates the offending r-expression is LM-ed.
(13) Overt Movement Circumventing Condition C
   a. *He₁ is eager to sell the most expensive artifact from John’s excavation.
   b. [Which artifact from John’s excavation]₂ is he₁ eager to sell t₂?

(14) Lebeaux’s LM Derivation of (13b)
   a. He₁ is eager to sell which artifact –wh-movement + I-to-C \rightarrow
   b. [Which artifact]₂ is he₁ eager to sell [Which artifact]₂? –LM \rightarrow
   c. [Which artifact from John’s excavation]₂ is he₁ eager to sell [Which artifact]₂? –TC \rightarrow
   d. [Which artifact from John’s excavation] λx. is he₁ eager to sell [the x artifact]?

As pointed out to me by Jeremy Hartman, the account I proposed for C&R’s observation leads to very specific predictions when coupled with Lebeaux’s proposal. Specifically, when Condition C circumvention requires LM into an NP that contains the adjective alleged, non-trivial presuppositions are predicted by TC. More specifically, we predict environments where Condition C requires LM to pattern with extraposition.

To understand the prediction, consider the two questions in (15). (15a) favors a parse in which the modifier from his recent excavation is in the scope of the adjective alleged.

(15)a. Which alleged artifact from his recent excavation is John₁ eager to sell to the museum before it is discovered for what it is?
   b. (#)Which alleged artifact from John’s recent excavation is he₁ eager to sell to the museum before it is discovered for what it is?

Based on Lebeaux’s proposal, (15b) (in contrast to (15a)) requires LM. Consequently, based on what we said in the previous sections, the trace in (15b) will introduce the presupposition that the relevant individuals in the domain of quantification are alleged to be artifacts (i.e. that they are not presupposed to be artifacts), rather than the more natural presupposition that they are believed to be artifacts but that there is some skepticism about an allegation that they were found in John’s recent excavation (see note 5). This difference in possible presupposition should, in principle, be noticeable.¹⁴

5. Embedded Late Merge and the Nature of Movement

As mentioned above (at the end of 3.1.), in ordinary cases of QR in which LM does not apply, traditional structures and those that result from TC receive the same interpretation. In such cases, TC triggers a presupposition at the trace position (that the individual denoted by the trace is a member of the QPs restrictor). But this presupposition projects as a tautology, since quantificational constructions at most demand that elements of the QPs restrictor satisfy the presupposition of the scope. If LM of the standard sort applies

¹⁴ The judgments are not straightforward, and although some speakers reported a contrast in the predicted direction, I think that at this stage I can only point to the relevant prediction.
(i.e. unembedded), nothing changes. Under this scenario, the presupposition triggered by TC is simply weaker than it would be without LM and therefore continues to project as a tautology. More specifically, the restrictor of the quantifier is modified by the LM-ed phrase to be a sub-set of the set of individuals that satisfy the presupposition of the scope. Hence, once again, the presupposition is necessarily satisfied.\footnote{The situation might be different for non-conservative quantifiers, since presuppositions are likely to project differently. See Bhatt and Pancheva (2004), Fox (1999, 2001), and Romoli (2015).} In other words, whether or not LM applies, the restrictor of the quantifier is guaranteed to entail the presupposition of the scope triggered by TC.

But this state of affairs is not guaranteed to hold generally, if embedded LM of the sort we’ve postulated in (10b) is allowed. We’ve seen that LM of a modifier within the immediate scope of \textit{alleged} creates a restrictor (e.g. \textit{[alleged [mouse from mars]}) that does not entail the presupposition triggered by TC (\textit{alleged mouse}), at least not when implicatures are factored in (see note 6). The latter presupposition needs to be accommodated for the sentence to be assertable, and it is this accommodation that I argued is behind C&R’s observation.

If any of this is right, the obvious question to ask is whether there are restrictions on this form of embedded Late Merge. This question is one I would like to return to in the near future. What I have tried to argue in recent talks (see Fox 2014) is that embedded LM is not restricted by syntax at all and that what determines when it can occur is simply the question of whether the resulting presupposition can be accommodated. If this is correct, there are non-trivial consequences for the theory of movement, which I also hope that I can return to.

If any of this is right, the obvious question to ask is whether there are restrictions on this form of embedded LM. What I would like to argue now is that embedded LM is not restricted by syntax at all and that what determines when it can occur is simply the question of whether the resulting presupposition can be accommodated. If this is correct, there are non-trivial consequences for the theory of movement, which I will return to in section 14.

6. Exceptionally non-local Extraposition

In this section we will see cases of extraposition that appear to involve violations of a well-known locality condition on movement, namely the Complex NP Constraint, CNPC. We will also see that the distribution of extraposition out of complex NPs (CNPs) is not uniform, but is affected by properties of material within the CNP. In later sections, we will see that the apparent violations of locality follow from the possibility of combining local QR with deeply embedded LM. I will argue that properties of material in the CNP are expected to affect acceptability, given the observations made above about the potential consequences of embedded LM for the presuppositions triggered by TC.
6.1. Apparent Non-locality

It is well known that movement out of CNPs leads to unacceptability, (16). But parallel extraposition is – relatively speaking – acceptable, (17).

(16) a. I bought a car owned by Fred.
    b. *By whom did you buy a car owned?

(17) ? We [[[looked at [a house owned by someone]] yesterday] who teaches at UCLA].

If extraposition involved movement of the extrapo
sed relative clause, this contrast would be mysterious. Under QR + LM, it also seems surprising, since the relevant environment seems to be a scope island:

(18) #We [[[looked at [a house owned by every faculty member]]]]
    compare: We looked at a house jointly owned by every faculty member.

The sentence in (18) entails the existence of a single house that is owned by every faculty member, and, thus, conflicts with world knowledge (common assumptions about ownership, as apposed to joint ownership). If the universal quantifier could take matrix scope, an alternative interpretation would be available for the sentence, one that would be natural. It is thus reasonable to conclude that QR is subject to the CNPC (as is standardly assumed, see Ruys and Winter 2011, Lechner 2015, i.a.).

One could, of course, claim that the indefinite, someone, in (17) is special and can move by QR out of a CNP. But this (although arguably motivated on independent grounds, see Schwarz 2001) would not explain the counter-example to Williams’s generalization exemplified below:

(19) I’ll [[[read [every paper that was recommended by any linguist] next year] who teaches at UCLA]]

If extraposition of the RC in (19) involves QR of the NPI any linguist, we would expect the requirements of the NPI (that it be in a downward entailing environment) not to be satisfied, contrary to fact.\(^\text{16}\)

---

\(^{16}\) This argument would not go through if the relative clause could license the polarity item independently of its external argument (what Dayal 1998 has called sub-trigging). But if this were possible, we would expect the following to be acceptable.

(i) *I read anything yesterday that John had recommended.

One, of course, still needs to understand why sub-trigging is incompatible with extraposition. If sub-trigging requires reconstruction of the head-noun to its base position, things would follow from the observation of Hulsey and Sauerland (2006) that LM is incompatible with head-raising diagnostics. See Sportiche (2015) for further discussion.
6.2. The local environment of the source NP

What I would like to point out next is that when the CNPC appears to be violated, certain manipulations of material internal to the complex NP can affect acceptability:

(20) a. I’ll [[explain [a paper that was recommended by a linguist] when we meet] who teaches at UCLA].
   b. *I’ll [[explain [a paper that wasn’t recommended by any linguist] when we meet] who teaches at UCLA].

(21) a. I’ll [[read [every paper that was recommended by any linguist] next year] who teaches at UCLA].
   b. *I’ll [[read [a that wasn’t recommended by any linguist] next year] who teaches at UCLA].
   c. ??/* I’ll [[read [a paper that was recommended by every linguist] next year] who teaches at UCLA].
   d. ??/* I’ll [[read [every paper that was recommended by every linguist] next year] who teaches at UCLA].

Our puzzle is thus twofold. On the one hand, we would like to understand the apparent insensitivity of extraposition to the CNPC. On the other hand, we have to explain why this insensitivity depends on properties of the CNP. In the following sections, I would like to argue that embedded LM provides an answer. Extraposition is derived by QR + LM. But if embedded LM is possible, the QRed phrase need not be the local QP (the one that takes the source NP as complement). Instead the complex QP that dominates the local QP can QR followed by deeply embedded LM (merge with the local NP). This leads to apparent violations of the CNPC, with properties of the CNP relevant for evaluating the presupposition triggered by TC.

7. Derivation of Exceptionally non-local Extraposition

In section 3 we argued that embedded LM is, in principle, possible. Specifically, we argued that LM can apply not only to the NP complement of a QP that has undergone QR, but also to the nominal daughter of this NP complement (thus accounting for the acceptability of (3) and (4)). What I would like to point out now is that the apparent violations of the CNPC we’ve seen in section 6 are derived if LM can apply in even more deeply embedded positions. Specifically, the sentence in (17) can be derived by QR of

---

17 Speakers report that (c) and (d) are not as bad as (b). The difference would follow from the approach I will developing, if violations of the complex NP constraint were not as devastating as violations of the condition on NPI licensing or the uninterpretability that results in these particular cases from embedded LM (as we will see). In the (c) and (d) cases, an interpretable structure would result from QR of the source QP followed by simple LM. In the (b) cases, only embedded LM would be available (since the source QP must be in the scope of its licensor), and embedded LM as we will see leads to uninterpretability in DE environments.
the complex NP *a house owned by someone* followed by LM of the RC to the deeply embedded QP, *someone.* The derivation is given below:

(17)' We looked at a house owned by someone yesterday who teaches at UCLA.

\[ \text{We looked at a house owned by someone yesterday who teaches at UCLA.} \]

In order to see whether we derive the appropriate interpretation we have to compute the meaning of the QP that is formed by embedded LM and apply it to the meaning its sister. For the sake of simplicity, we can, of course, assume (as we have in (9)) that the nonquantificational subject *we* is reconstructed to its base position:

(17)" **Interpretation of (17) (by Trace Conversion)**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[[A house owned by someone who teaches at UCLA]]} \\
(\lambda x \text{[[we looked at [the, house owned by someone]]]} & 1 \rightarrow x) \\
= & \text{[[A house owned by someone who teaches at UCLA]]} \\
(\lambda x: x \text{ is a house owned by someone. we looked at x)}
\end{align*}
\]

---

18 Whether this form of embedded LM is possible can also be tested by looking at overt movement if we have ways of investigating the properties of the trace (e.g. Condition C of the Binding Theory, see section 4). Judgments, however, are not as straightforward as one would hope for. For conflicting reports, see Tada (1993), Sauerland (1998a, section 2.2.) and Sportiche (2015).
Given embedded LM, the presupposition triggered by TC is not guaranteed to project as a tautology. However, in this particular case it does: although the LM-ed modifier is not conjoined with an NP to form the QPs restrictor (as it is in non-embedded LM), the restrictor that is formed by LM nevertheless entails the presupposition triggered by TC. The presupposition triggered by TC is the presupposition that x (the individual denoted by the trace under the relevant assignment function) is a house owned by someone. Since this presupposition necessarily holds for every individual that is in the restrictor of the quantifier (of every house owned by someone who teaches at UCLA) the interpretation we derive is equivalent to what we would get by traditional representations.

So we have seen that embedded LM provides an account for apparent violations of the CNPC. A complex QP can undergo QR, with LM applying to an NP that is deeply embedded within this complex QP. The structure ends up interpretable, as long as the presupposition triggered by TC projects as a tautology (or can be accommodated as in (3) and (4)). This set of assumptions leads to rather intricate predictions, which I will attempt to investigate below (showing in particular that the facts in (20) and (21) are understood, once we look at the presuppositions that would be triggered by TC in these cases).

One set of predictions pertains to the head of the chain formed by QR, namely that this need not be the local QP but can be a different QP that dominates the local QP. Another set of predictions pertains to the tail of the chain, namely that it will include everything at the head of the chain with the exception of the LM-ed material. The specific predictions I will be looking at (of both varieties) pertain to scope, presuppositions triggered by TC, tense interpretation and Condition C of the binding Theory.

But before we get there, I need to highlight a crucial additional assumption which is implicit in Fox and Nissenbaum (1999) and subsequent work on QR and LM, namely that not every constituent can undergo QR. If every constituent could undergo QR we would not account for WG. For example, we would not derive the observation made in (8) if VP could undergo QR. My working hypothesis is going to be that only quantificational phrases can undergo QR.19

8. Scope

WG states that extraposition has consequences for the scope of the source QP (which we have also referred to as the local QP), see footnote 10. But if embedded LM is possible, this is no longer predicted. Extraposition need not affect the scope of the source QP because the relevant sequence of words can sometimes result from QR of a properly containing QP as in (17). Still extraposition should always have consequences for the scope of some QP that dominates (or is identical to) the source QP.

As discussed, (19) already provides a counter-example to WG, as it was formulated in (7), and thus motivates the following (weaker) reformulation.

19 This is a consequence of Scope Economy (Fox 2000, Mayr and Spector 2010), and hence is independently motivated. However, one could imagine various alternatives that would suffice for current purposes. What I think is crucial for this paper is to rule out QR of VPs and NP complements of D.
Modified Williams's generalization (MWG): When an adjunct $\beta$ is "extraposed" from a "source QP" $\alpha$, there must be a QP $\alpha'$ which is either identical to or dominates $\alpha$ ($\alpha'$ reflexively dominates $\alpha$) and the scope of $\alpha'$ must be at least as high as the attachment site of $\beta$ (the extraposition site).

Additional counter-examples to WG, which lead to the same conclusion, are provided in (23), where, once again, an NPI would not be in a downward entailing environment if WG were correct.

(23) a. I'll [[talk to you about [every paper that was recommended by any linguist] when we meet] who teaches at UCLA].

b. I'll [[do [nothing that was prohibited by anyone] when I am a student] who would have any authority over me].

The acceptability of these sentences is expected with embedded LM, since the source QP need not QR to the position where the extraposed material is linearized; instead the higher QP (the one that dominates the source QP) can QR. But the argument for embedded LM would be stronger if it were based on non-trivial consequences of MWG for cases in which MG is counter-exemplified. To test such consequences, we would have to look at the scope of the non-local QP.

Stated somewhat differently, Fox and Nissenbaum (1999) and subsequent work focused on cases in which only one QP dominates the source QP. For such cases, whether or not embedded LM is possible has no consequences, and, in particular, WG and MWG are equivalent. When two distinct QPs dominate the source QP, embedded LM allows the non-local QP to QR, and thus predicts counter-examples to WG. That the local QP need not have wide scope has been verified, but now we would like to examine the scope of the non-local QP.

8.1. Setting the Stage

To set the stage, I would like to introduce an environment in which the relevant scopal relationships, which are normally quite difficult to detect by introspection, can be controlled for by plausibility considerations. Consider the two sentences in (24), which differ minimally in the boldfaced material, a difference that has clear consequences for scope assignment. The natural interpretation of (24a) involves wide scope for the negative QP (nothing prohibited) over the without-Phrase. Under this interpretation, the sentence states that there is nothing prohibited that John did without (as a consequence) being reprimanded for doing it [i.e. that he was reprimanded for everything prohibited that he had done]. The sentence can also be interpreted with narrow scope for the negative QP (below without). Under this less natural interpretation, the sentence states that John did nothing prohibited and that he was not reprimanded (as a consequence of doing nothing prohibited). This interpretation is probably less natural because no one would expect anyone to be reprimanded for avoiding what is prohibited. In any event, the status of this second interpretation of (24a) is not going to be important for our purposes.
(24) **Plausibility Considerations Determine Scope:**

a. John did nothing *prohibited* without being reprimanded.
   (preferred reading: *nothing* > *without*)

b. John did nothing *required* without being reprimanded.
   (*without* > *nothing*; # *nothing* > *without*)

What is important is that this second scopal relationship (narrow scope for the negative QP) is the only plausible option in (24b). For (24b), in contrast to (24a), wide scope for negative QP is entirely implausible. The sentence states that John did nothing required and (nevertheless) was not reprimanded. In other words, it states, that the school was not particularly harsh in enforcing its requirements. Had the negative QP received wide scope, the sentence would have stated that there is nothing which is required that John did without (as a consequence) being reprimanded for it, i.e., that the school penalized John every time he did something which was required, and that, of course, is not particularly plausible. The same contrast can be seen in (25), which differs from (24) just in the presence of a complex by-phrase, a difference that will turn out to be useful in distinguishing WG from its modification in (23).

(25) **Plausibility Considerations Determine Scope:**

a. John did nothing *prohibited* by anyone who teaches in this school without being reprimanded.
   (preferred reading: *nothing* > *can*)

b. John did nothing *required* by anyone who teaches in this school without being reprimanded.
   (*can*, *without* > *nothing*; # *nothing* > *can*, *without*)

8.2. Where WG and MWG are Equivalent

Before we get to our crucial test case, consider the contrasts in (26) and (27), which instantiates both WG and MWG. In both the (a) and the (b) cases, extraposition of the relative clause rules out a parse in which the source QP receives narrowest scope (below the *without*-Phrase). In the (a) cases, this scopal requirement is consistent with a natural interpretation, whereas in the (b) cases it conflicts with the plausibility considerations outlined above. More specifically, in the (b) cases extraposition leads, by WG, to an implausible interpretation (suggesting that students are penalized when meeting the school’s requirements).

(26) a. John did nothing, without being reprimanded, that is prohibited.
   b. #John did nothing, without being reprimanded, that is required.

(27) a. John can do nothing, without being reprimanded, that is prohibited.
   b. #John can do nothing, without being reprimanded, that is required.
Since no distinct QP dominates the source QP, the contrast follows under MWG as well and cannot serve to distinguish the two generalizations. The same holds, of course, for (28) and (29).

(28) a. John did nothing, without being reprimanded, prohibited by anyone who teaches in this school.
   b. #John did nothing, without being reprimanded, required by anyone who teaches in this school.

(29) a. John can do nothing, without being reprimanded, prohibited by anyone who teaches in this school.
   b. #John can do nothing, without being reprimanded, required by anyone who teaches in this school.

8.3. Distinguishing WG from MWG

Consider now the facts in (30) and (31). The (a) sentences, although difficult to parse, provide counter-examples to WG of the sort we’ve seen in (19) and (23), and likewise argue that MWG is a better generalization. More specifically, here, just like in (19) and (23), we see that the source QP (the NPI) need not take scope at the extraposition site, since this would place it outside the scope of its licensing operator. However, in these sentences, in contrast to (19) and (23), we can test the consequences of extraposition for the scope of the non-local QP (the one that properly dominates the source QP).

(30) a. John did nothing prohibited by anyone, without being reprimanded, who teaches in this school.
   b. #John did nothing required by anyone, without being reprimanded, who teaches in this school.

(31) a. You can do nothing prohibited by anyone, without being expelled, who teaches in this school.
   b. #You can do nothing required by anyone, without being expelled, who teaches in this school.

For the NPI to be licensed (and for the CNPC to be satisfied) the derivation must involve QR of the negative QP *nothing required/prohibited* … followed by embedded LM of the relative clause to the source NP. The consequences of QR for scope (MWG) are corroborated: we see that the negative QP must take scope over the *without*-Phrase and that subsequently there is a contrast between the (a) and the (b) sentences which parallels what we’ve seen in (26) and (28).

9. Presupposition Triggered by Trace Conversion
In section 3.2, we’ve seen that the presupposition triggered by TC can have non-trivial semantic consequences when embedded LM takes place. What I would like to demonstrate now is that these predicted consequences account for the observations made in section 6.2. Specifically I would like to show that in all the unacceptable cases of non-local extraposition we’ve looked at, the kind of embedded LM that would be needed results in non-trivial presuppositions which, when accommodated, lead to a violation of independently motivated conditions on language use.

Consider the contrast in (20) repeated below.

(20)  a. I’ll [[explain [a paper that was recommended by a linguist] when we meet] who teaches at UCLA].
   b. *I’ll [[explain [a paper that wasn’t recommended by any linguist] when we meet] who teaches at UCLA].

Consider, now, the two LF representations that would be associated with the two sentences, once local QR and embedded LM apply (ignoring the irrelevant adverb when we meet).

(20)' LF representations for (20) (by local QR + embedded LM)
   a. [A paper that was recommended by a linguist who teaches at UCLA].
      I’ll explain [a paper that was recommended by a linguist]
   b. [A paper that wasn’t recommended by anyone who teaches at UCLA]
      I’ll explain [a paper that wasn’t recommended by anyone]

Next we need to consider the interpretive consequences of TC for these structures derived by embedded LM. First consider (20)'a. In this case, just as in (17)" above, TC has no interesting consequences.

(20a)" Interpretation of (20a)' (by Trace Conversion)

[[A paper that was recommended by a linguist who teaches at UCLA]]
(λx [[I’ll explain [the, paper that was recommended by a linguist]]] \[\to\] x)
= [[A paper that was recommended by a linguist who teaches at UCLA]]
(λx: x is a paper that was recommended by a linguist. I’ll explain x)

The presupposition triggered by TC, in this case, is the presupposition that x (the individual denoted by the trace under the relevant assignment function) is a paper that was recommended by a linguist. Since this presupposition necessarily holds for every individual in the restrictor of the quantifier (for every paper that was recommended by a linguist who teaches at UCLA) the interpretation we derive is equivalent to what we would get by traditional representations.

Compare this with (20)'b. (20)'b will also be interpreted by TC, but this time the resulting presupposition is not at all trivial.
The presupposition triggered by TC, this time, is the presupposition that x (the individual denoted by the trace under the relevant assignment function) is a paper that wasn’t recommended by anyone. But this does not necessarily hold of every individual in the restrictor of the quantifier (of every paper that wasn’t recommended by anyone who teaches at UCLA). So if the sentence is to be acceptable, the speaker would have to accommodate the presupposition, as in the construction discussed before (section 3.2.).

The problem, however, is that, once the presupposition is accommodated and the common ground contains the information that the relevant paper wasn’t recommended by anyone at all (not just by anyone who teaches at UCLA), we are hard pressed to understand why the speaker uttered the sentence in the first place. Specifically, there is a simpler alternative, which differs only in the absence of the relative clause, namely (32), which would have served the same communicative purpose; this simpler alternative and the sentence (20)b would make the same communicative contribution once the presupposition triggered by TC is accommodated.  

(32) I’ll explain a paper that wasn’t recommended by anyone (when we meet).

---

20 This discussion might benefit if we established first a specific theory of presupposition projection. With such a theory I could state explicitly what presupposition is accommodated. It would be simplest for my purposes to assume that presuppositions project universally (as apposed to by the Strong Kleene recipe). I think, however, that we can do without a specific theory by pointing out what it is clear enough, namely that for the speaker to believe that an existential sentence is true, the speaker has to believe that there is an individual that satisfies both the restrictor and the scope of the quantifier, and that this requirement suffices to explain why the sentence is “speaker equivalent” to the simpler alternative in which the relative clause who teaches at UCLA is omitted.

21 David Pesetsky points out the potential relevance of certain restrictive relative clauses that don’t seem to restrict the NP they modify. If the restrictive RC in (i), for example, truly does not restrict the NP it combines with, its contribution to the meaning of the sentence would be less-straightforward than what is assumed in our discussion and one should ask whether we still rule-out embedded LM (which (ii) indicates we need to):

(i) John will meet a person that didn’t read any paper that ever existed.
(ii) *John will meet a person that didn’t read any paper next year that ever existed.

I think, however, that the relative clause clearly contributes to the meaning of (i) and an understanding of its contribution would probably lead to the prediction that (ii) should be ruled out by both manner and Magri’s considerations (just like (20)b). A simple way of understanding the contribution of the relative clause is to assume that (like ordinary restrictive relative clauses) it (formally) must exclude elements from the domain of quantification. In order for it to do this, the domain needs first to be widened to include elements that wouldn’t otherwise be considered, in our example to include (even) papers that never existed.
So this provides can account for the unacceptability of (20)b. For the sentence to be uttered, a presupposition must be accommodated to the common ground, and once the presupposition is accommodated, (20)b and (32) are “contextually equivalent”. (20)b, thus, ends up violating two independently motivated conditions on language use. One of these conditions (sometimes referred to as the Maxim of Manner) states that a sentence is unacceptable when it is contextually equivalent to a simpler alternative (Katzir 2011, Meyer 2013, 2014, i.a.).

The other condition states that a sentence is unacceptable when it is contextually equivalent to an alternative (relevant for the computation of scalar implicatures) that is logically stronger (Magri 2009, 2011, to appear). Under this second condition, there is another way of talking about the contrast in (20), which might be useful to examine carefully. (20)a has two components of meaning, assertion and presupposition, which live happily with each other.

(20a)" The Good Case (informally):

There is a paper that was recommended by a linguist who teaches at UCLA, s.t.
(a) it is presupposed that this is a paper recommended by a linguist
(b) it is asserted that I (the speaker) will explain this paper when we (speaker and addressee) meet.

(20)b, by contrast, has three components of meaning, assertion, presupposition and Scalar Implicature, and two of these components (the presupposition and the Scalar Implicature) contradict each other.

(20b)" The Bad Case (informally): 22

There is a paper that wasn’t recommended by anyone who teaches at UCLA, s.t.
(a) it is presupposed that this paper wasn’t recommended by anyone
(b) it is asserted that I’ll explain this paper when we meet.
(c) Scalar Implicature: the relevant paper is going to be recommended by a linguist (who does not teach at UCLA)

These two accounts of the contrast in (20) are based on independently motivated and closely related conditions on language use. I leave it to the reader to see that both accounts explain all of the bad cases discussed in 5.2. In all of these cases, like in (20b), the embedded LM-ed relative clause appears in a downward entailing environment that is embedded by the restrictor of the QR-ed phrase. As such its absence in the trace position (resulting from LM) leads (by TC) to a logically stronger presupposition than the one derived in its presence. Once this stronger presupposition is accommodated, the lethal

---

22 To give a full account of the conflict, I would have to go over the theory of obligatory Scalar Implicatures developed by Magri (2011), and doing that will require more space than I have available. I would also have to go over the theory of alternatives that explains why the Scalar Implicature in (20b)"c is expected (Katzir 2007).
competition with a simpler and stronger alternative arises. In the next section, we will have the opportunity to go over one additional example.\(^{23}\)

As in section 3 (ex. (12)), we are reassured by the fact that a parallel contrast arises in anaphoric relationships in which the covert objects we’ve been postulating occur overtly.

(33) **Parallel Anaphora Contrast**

a. John read a paper that is going to be recommended by a linguist who teaches at UCLA. And he loved this paper that is going to be recommended by a linguist.

b. John read a paper that isn’t going to be recommended by any linguist who teaches at UCLA. #And he loved this paper that isn’t going to be recommended by any linguist (at all).

10. Interaction Between Scope and Presupposition

Consider the sentence in (34a).

(34) a. By tomorrow, John will find a picture of every boy who studies with him.

\[
\exists x [\forall y [\text{boy} \ldots (y) \rightarrow \text{picture}(x,y)] \& \text{Find}(J, x)] \quad (\exists \gg \forall)
\]

\[
\forall y [\text{boy} \ldots (y) \rightarrow \exists x [\text{picture}(x,y) \& \text{Find}(J, x)]] \quad (\forall \gg \exists)
\]

b. John will find a picture of every boy, by tomorrow, who studies with him.

\[
\forall y [\text{boy} \ldots (y) \rightarrow \exists x [\text{picture}(x,y) \& \text{Find}(J, x)]] \quad (\forall \gg \exists)
\]

In this sentence, a universal QP is base-generated within the restrictor of an existential QP. There are consequently two possible scopal interpretations: the universal QP can take scope internal to the restrictor of the embedding QP, (\(\exists \gg \forall\)), or it can take matrix scope, (\(\forall \gg \exists\)). Under (\(\exists \gg \forall\)), the sentence asserts that there is a single picture in which every boy who studies with John is depicted and that John will find this picture by tomorrow. Under (\(\forall \gg \exists\)), the sentence asserts that for every such boy there is a picture depicting him that John will find by tomorrow. What we see in (34b) is that extraposition requires sentential scope for the universal quantifier, (\(\forall \gg \exists\)).

This observation conforms to WG: the relative clause is extraposed and the source QP (headed by the universal quantifier) must take scope over the adverb and subsequently cannot remain within the restrictor of the existential QP as required for \(\exists \gg \forall\). But this state of affairs does not follow as directly if embedded LM is possible. Under embedded

\(^{23}\) A Magrian account of the contrast in (20), in contrast to one based on the maxim of manner, would predict that embedded LM should not only be impossible in DE contexts but also in non-monotonic contexts. So if the Magrian account is correct, we would need to treat alleged and former as upward monotone operators with the effects of embedded LM following as an SI (see notes 4 and 5).

\(^{24}\) These formulas are not complete: the adverb by tomorrow is omitted and the ellipsis sign … should be filled with information from the relative clause ‘\&studies(y, with John)’.
LM, the sentence could be derived by QR of the existential quantifier followed by embedded LM. In other words, $\forall > \exists$ is blocked by WG but not by MWG, which is the generalization predicted by our current theorizing.

What I would like to point out is that our observations from the previous section can fill the necessary gap. Specifically, we have provided an explanation for why embedded LM is not possible in this particular case based on the fact that the restrictor of a universal quantifier is a downward entailing environment. Specifically, QR of the non-local QP (headed by the indefinite determiner) followed by embedded LM would lead to the presupposition that the relevant picture depicting every boy who studies with John, actually depicts every boy (not just every boy who studies with John). When this presupposition is accommodated, the sentence will end up contextually equivalent to the alternative without the relative clause, and is thus blocked by the considerations discussed in the previous section (by the Maxim of Manner and, though I haven’t detailed this here, also by Magri’s principle).

Evidence for this more indirect explanation for the contrast in (34) can be found by the observation that the contrast does not arise in (35) where embedded LM doesn’t yield any presupposition (beyond those that are trivially satisfied).

(35)  a. By tomorrow, I need to find every picture of a boy/any boy who studies with me.  ($\exists > \forall$, modulo polarity) ($\forall > \exists$)
    b. I need to find every picture of a boy/any boy, by tomorrow, who studies with me.  ($\exists > \forall$, modulo polarity) ($\forall > \exists$)

And once again, the components of the analysis are supported when we look at relevant cases of anaphora where there are overt realizations of postulated covert presupposition triggers:

(36)  Parallel Contrast with Anaphora
    a. I saw a picture of every boy who studies with me. #I hung that picture of every boy (whatsoever) on the wall.
    b. I saw every picture of any boy who studies with me. In every case, I hung that picture of a boy on the wall.

11. Sequence of Tense

In section 8 we looked at a particular scope diagnostic that argued in favor of MWG. Specifically, we have seen that the source QP need not take scope as high as the extraposition site when there is a distinct dominating QP that can undergo QR. Furthermore, we’ve seen that when the source QP has narrow scope, the dominating QP must have wide scope. In this section, we will make exactly the same observation looking at another scope diagnostic, namely Sequence of Tense (SoT). The conclusions we will reach will be identical to those reached in section 8, thereby further supporting the basic proposal.
First we see in (37), just like we saw in (19) and (23) above, that the presence of a dominating QP makes it unnecessary for the source QP to take wide scope. If the source QP in (37) had to take scope at the extraposition site, SoT would not be licensed and the attested “simultaneous” interpretation would not be available. Specifically, it would be impossible for the predicate pregnant to be evaluated at the time of marriage.

(37) Non-Local extraposition – no effect relative to material in a dominating DP

a. You told me that you wouldn’t mind dating a man who had married a woman who was pregnant.

b. You told me that you wouldn’t mind dating a man who had married a woman, when we met, who was pregnant.

Time of marriage can be interpreted as contained in time of pregnancy whether or not there is extraposition.

This is predicted: extraposition can (in this case must due to the CNPC) be derived by QR of a QP that properly contains the source QP; In this particular case, the QR-ed phrase is the complex QP, a man who had married a woman; QR is followed by embedded late merge, which creates an SoT environment for the relative clause. More specifically, in the final representation was pregnant is inside the scope of past tense on had, and can subsequently receive a “present interpretation” relative to the time of marriage (or more accurately, the time at which married is evaluated).

But, again, what is more interesting is that in such cases we predict that the dominating QP will have to take scope at the extraposition site, and, thereby, will be outside the SoT environment of a tense operator that is interpreted below the extraposition site. This prediction is corroborated in (38).

(38) Non-Local extraposition – there is an effect relative to material outside of dominating DPs

a. You told me that you wouldn’t mind dating a man who was married to a woman who was pregnant.

b. You told me that you wouldn’t mind dating a man who was married to a woman, when we met, who was pregnant.

Extraposition (in (b)) makes it impossible for time of dating to be contained in time of marriage or in the time of pregnancy.

In both sentences in (38), just like in (37), the tense on the extraposed relative clause can receive a simultaneous interpretation relative to a higher tense inside the complex QP (pregnancy can be evaluated in the time of marriage). However, here we can detect an effect of extraposition on SoT. In (38a), the time of marriage (and subsequently pregnancy) can be evaluated at the time of dating, but in (38b) it cannot. (To get clear

---

25 In (37) and in (38) I boldface the relevant “high” occurrences of past tense that can license sequence of tense on italicized “low” past tense.
judgments it might be useful to consider that the speaker and the addressee are too young to get married, say in kindergarten.)

This, again, is predicted: extraposition, as we said, is derived by QR of the QP that properly contains the source QP, a man who was married a woman, followed by embedded LM, which allows for “present interpretation” of was pregnant relative to the time of marriage, but does not allow such an interpretation relative to time of dating, since, given QR, was pregnant is outside the scope of the past tense on would (which determines the evaluation time for dating.)

12. Condition C of the Binding Theory

Embedded LM has a variety of predictions that we tried to test in the previous sections. Before discussing possible theoretical consequences, I would like to talk about another clear and obvious prediction, which, unfortunately, I haven’t been able to test as successfully as I would like to. It is well knows, since Tarldsen (1981), that extraposition can have consequences for condition C of the Binding theory:

(39)  
   a. ?? I told him₁ about a new argument that supports John's₁ theory.  
   b. I told him₁ about a new argument the other day that supports John's₁ theory.

This contrast is derived by the theory of extraposition proposed here if coupled with a parsing preference for a structure that does not involve LM.26 The string of words in (39a) can be mapped by the parser to a syntactic structure that does not involve LM. This is the preferred structure, and since it violated Condition C, the sentence feels somewhat deviant (for some speakers). (39b), by contrast, cannot be parsed without LM and, since the resulting LF does not violate condition C, the sentence is judged as acceptable.

But embedded LM makes additional predictions. Specifically, it is predicted that when LM is embedded enough to place a relative clause (that contains an r-expression) within the c-command domain of a co-indexed element, Condition C would be violated. Evidence that this prediction is correct was presented in Fox (2002) based on the following contrast.

(40)  
   a. ? I told him₁ about your new argument the other day that supports John's₁ theory.  
   b. * I told you about his₁ new argument the other day that supports John's₁ theory.

There are additional predictions pertaining to cases in which the source QP is embedded within another QP. When locality and/or scope considerations teach us that the larger QP has to undergo QR, the predictions for Condition C are rather intricate. Unfortunately, the data is not as clear as I would like it to be. In any event the predictions are the following:

(41)  
   a. You told me that she₁ wouldn’t mind dating a man who had married a woman,  
       when we met, who was Sue’s₁ boss.

26 Something like a parsing preference would be needed, as far as I can see, for any description of the facts, unless string vacuous extraposition (in (39a)) were to be blocked within grammar, see Fox (2000: p. 76).
b. You told me that you wouldn’t mind dating a man who she had introduced to a woman, when we met, who was Sue’s boss.

13. Summary

We began this paper looking at extraposition from NPs that contain the non-intersective adjective alleged. We claimed that, although extraposition of this sort has interpretive consequences, these couldn’t be accounted for by a locality condition on extraposition of the sort assumed by Culicover and Rochemont. Instead, they follow from LM which can occur within the scope of alleged, with non-trivial presuppositions predicted by our assumptions about the interpretation of chains (TC). The hypothesis we, then, investigated is that there are no syntactic constraints on the depth of LM, and that apparent locality conditions, in general, result from the projection of non-trivial presuppositions (triggered in the trace position given TC). Finally we looked at a set of predictions that pertain to the LF position of the source QP and QPs that dominate it. All in all, I think it is fair to say that we’ve ended up with some non-trivial evidence for the LF representations derived by LM. The question I would like to ask in the remainder of this paper (following Bachrach and Katzir 2009, Johnson 2012, 2016 and Sporiche 2015) is whether LM is literally needed or whether there is, instead, a way to derive the required LF representation that is (a) not counter-cyclic and (b) consistent with a multi-dominance view of movement.27 I will argue that a positive answer is conceivable, by sketching a system in which a “movement chain” is generated by a single operation (Merge) that is capable of yielding representations in which a single phrase has more than one mother.28

27 Sportiche (2015) suggests that the LM structures are derived by a combination of Internal Merge and interpretive “neglect” of material that has more than position in the final representation. To get the effects of LM in the case of overt movement, he assumes that the semantic component can (up to interpretability) neglect material at the tail of an overt movement chain. To derive extraposition, he assumes that the phonological component can neglect some material at the head of a chain and some at the tail, with (M)WG derived in conjunction with an independent ban on reconstruction for rightward movement. However, to derive the effects of embedded LM on the presupposition of traces (facts discussed in sections 3 and 9), one would have to develop Sportiche’s system in such a way that phonological neglect (at the head of the chain) entailed semantic neglect of the (non phonologically-neglected) material at the tail of the chain. A similar issue arises for simpler observation about extraposition, e.g. its effects on condition C of the binding theory (Taraldsen 1981), or on Parallelism (Fox 2002).

What I will propose here is mostly inspired by Johnson’s work (Johnson 2012, 2016). The main difference between what I propose and what Johnson proposed pertains to the way in which the linearization conflicts that arise from Multi-dominance are negotiated when syntactic structures are linearized.

28 My goal is rather modest – to argue that LM is not, in principle, incompatible with arguments for multi-dominance, by providing a particular “proof of concept”. As a by-product, I will be highlighting one particular way of thinking about things. I, of course, hope that it might turn out to be useful, but my main purpose it to explain why I think (following Bachrach and Katzir and Johnson) that LM is in principle compatible with representations of displacement in which a single constituent can have more than one structural position.


14. Movement as Multi-Dominance

Following Bachrach and Katzir (2009), Johnson (2012, 2016), and Fox and Johnson (2016), I would like to raise the possibility that LM, although useful in describing a class of LF representations, does not exist. The relevant representations are ones in which the head of a “movement chain” shares properties with the tail, but is not identical to it (in that it contains LM-ed material). If representations of this sort are to be derived cyclically by Merge, we must specify conditions under which the interpretive components (phonology and semantics) can treat different linguistics objects as members of the same “chain”. In particular, the “LM” representations must be derived by merge of a QP at the base position and another QP at the scope position. These QPs, though not identical, must be similar enough to be treated by the interpretive components as members of a “movement chain” (in semantics to trigger TC at a low position, and in phonology to trigger deletion of certain positions in structures involving multi-dominance).

To illustrate, consider the simple case of extraposition in (6) and the LF representation derived by QR + LM in (6’).

(6) We saw a painting yesterday that John talked about.
(6’) LF of (6) [word order irrelevant]
[[[a [painting [that John talked about t]]] [we saw a painting yesterday]]

I would like to assume that an LF representation of this sort involves multi-dominance with painting having two mothers a painting (at the tail of the QR chain) and painting that John talked about (at the head of the QR chain). How can such a representation be derived? One possibility, suggested in Sportiche (2015), is that it is derived by movement (internal merge) of the QP a painting that John talked about followed by semantic “neglect” of the relative clause at the trace position. But this proposal relies on independent neglect at the phonological component to derive the word order of extraposition, and therefore does not explain the correlation with semantic neglect; in other words, it does not explain the effects of extraposition on the presupposition triggered by the trace, or on Condition C and Parallelism in ACD constructions (see note 27). So, instead, I would like to suggest that the structure is derived directly by Merge.

I will assume, following Chomsky (1995), that lexical items in a linguistic representation are marked in a way that differentiates structures in which different tokens of the same lexical item occur in different positions from otherwise identical structures in which it is a single token that occupies two positions. For example, in the sentence every boy likes every boy, I will adopt the common assumption that the subject and the object are occupied by different phrases. Specifically, I will assume that the primitive elements that make up the subject and the object are distinct tokens of the same lexical items (which, might be distinguished, for example, by different numerical indices, see (42a) below).

So grammar forms structures by a single operation of Merge and in such structures one phrase marker can, in principle, have more than one mother. (The same token of a
lexical items can be merged with two distinct phrases, and likewise for complex phrases.) When this happens, however, the structure will yield contradictory phonological instructions (as pointed out by Nunes 2001, 2004, assuming the copy theory of movement, see Johnson 2012). For example, if the same phrase every boy were to appear as object of V and as subject of vP, boy would have to precede every (because subjects in English precede objects) and would have to follow every (because determiners precede nouns).

Nevertheless, to account for displacement we might want to allow for multi-dominance. And if so, there must be principles that would tell the phonology when it can ignore/delete (or neglect to use Sportiche’s term) one of the multiple positions that a phrase can occupy. And it is reasonable to hope that there is a natural way to articulate these principles that would yield the various properties of displacement, most notably locality. With this as a goal, I will assume that phonological neglect is conditioned by syntactic agreement, thereby allowing me to adopt some of the claims that have been made in the recent literature about the roots of locality.

To state these ideas somewhat more specifically, I’ll assume a basic recursive procedure that derives headed multi-dominance structures:

(42) Recursive Definition of a language with multi-dominance

Let LEX be a set of lexical items.

The set of potential phrases projected from LEX is the minimal set L such that

a. Tokens of lexical items are phrases: ∀l∈LEX ∀n∈N <l,n>∈L
b. External Merge: If X∈L and Y∈L (X≠Y), Merge_X(X,Y)∈L
   (*Merge_X(X,Y) is a projection of X with two daughters X and Y*)

The definition in (42) characterizes an infinite set of phrases, L. For each lexical item, a token of that lexical item is a phrase in L. And for any two phrases a node that has the two phrases as daughters with one phrase determining the label is a phrase as well. My second claim (which I think follows from maximally simple ways of stating mappings from structure to linear order) is that multi-dominance structures cannot be linearized unless all but one of the positions of every lexical item is ignored in the linearization process (Nunes 2001, 2004, Johnson 2012, 2016). My third claim is that such phonological neglect is parasitic on agreement, which I assume (following Chomsky 2000, 2001 and subsequent literature) is a relationship between lexical items (heads) bearing a certain specification of features (and subject to locality, intervention and perhaps PIC). Finally, my fourth claim is that the structural configuration that triggers phonological neglect (for which agreement is crucial) also triggers the required interpretive process, namely TC.

---

29 Whether or not projection/labeling is determined by a separate algorithm (as in e.g. Chomsky 2013) is not critical to my current purposes.

30 My proposal is in principle compatible with the possibility that certain constructions involving multi-dominance can be linearized without any phonological neglect – as suggested by Wilder (1999) for RNR (See also Bachrach and Katzir, to appear). See O’brien (2017) for a proposal that might be compatible with what I am entertaining here.
Consider a simple case in which a head $X^0$ merges with a phrase $W = [...]YP_1 [...]$ and $X^0$ projects, forming $X'$:

\[(43) \quad X' = [X^0 [...]YP_1 [...]]\]

Assume that now $X^0$ enters into an agreement relation with the head of $YP_1$, $Y^0$. In Chomsky (2000) this is the configuration that allows internal merge of $YP_1$ with $X'$. But if (42) is the basic recursive procedure, internal merge has no special status and is allowed to apply independently of agreement. What I would like to suggest, then, is that agreement in (43) – although not required for internal merge to apply – is necessary for its successful linearization. Moreover I would like to state things in such a way that would also allow for the generation of an LM structure such as (6'). Specifically, I suggest that agreement between $X^0$ and $Y^0$ is the trigger for phonological neglect: if $X^0$ agrees with $Y^0$ in (43), Merge of any projection of $Y^0$ with $X'$ will be followed by phonological neglect of various positions (by a principle of chain pronunciation that will be spelled out).

So assume that $X'$ is merged with $YP_2$ which is a projection of $Y^0$:

\[(44) \quad [YP_2 [X' X^0 [...]YP_1 [...]]]\]

There are two possible scenarios to consider, one in which $YP_2$ is identical to $YP_1$ (simple internal merge) and one in which it isn’t (among other things, cases of LM). For each such scenario, we need to consider two forms of phonological neglect, which correspond to what is traditionally termed overt and covert movement.

Let $S$ be a structure in the set $L$ defined in (42). Every phrase $X$ dominated by $S$ is associated by a set of “positions” or “occurrences”. Following Collins and Stabler (2016, section 4), a position of a phrase, $X$, in a structure, $S$, is a path that goes from $X$ to $S$, that is, a sequence of phrases $<a_1, \ldots, a_n>$ where $a_1 = X$, $a_n = S$ and $a_{i+1}$ is a mother of $a_i$, for any $j$. I’ll assume that linearization is a mapping from a set of positions to a linear order of the terminals.\(^{31}\) A phrase can be linearized without contradiction only if at the point of linearization every position of a terminal node but one is deleted (or neglected), but see note 30.

What I’ve proposed above is that when (44) is formed, agreement between $Y^0$ and $X^0$ triggers this required phonological neglect:

\[(45) \quad \text{Let } X' \text{ be a complex phrase (not a head). If in } \text{Merge}_X(X', YP_2) \text{ the head of } X' (X^0) \text{ agrees with the head of } YP_2 (Y^0), \text{ phonological neglect is triggered.}^{32}\]

---

\(^{31}\) Let $a_i$ and $b_i$ be two lexical items in a structure in the set $L$ defined in (42) with positions $<a_1, \ldots, a_n>$, $<b_1, \ldots, b_m>$. It is easy to see that $\exists j \in [n], \exists k \in [m], \forall i \in [j, n], \forall i' \in [k, m], a_i = b_i.$ This means that traditional statements determining the relative ordering of sisters (e.g. a head precedes/follows its complement) can yield the relative ordering of lexical items based on positions (as long as every lexical item has just one position).

\(^{32}\) Johnson (2012), Sportiche (in press) and Fox and Johnson (2016) assume that restrictors of quantifiers get to their position by movement. This can be captured in the system entertained here if the head of QP, $Q^0$, agrees with the head of its NP complement $N^0$, and if agreement is taken to be an equivalence...
Phonological neglect occurs whenever X' is merged with a phrase YP_2 and the head of X^0 agrees with Y^0. If a necessary condition for agreement is c-command, the relevant configuration must involve sharing^{33} of Y^0 (as in (44)) and if sharing can’t be linearized as is, we can think of (45) as a local method for determining that neglect is required.

What we need, next, is a definition of phonological neglect. As mentioned, I would like to suggest that neglect involves the phonological deletion of various positions of terminal nodes and, more specifically, that there are two forms of neglect, one corresponding to “overt movement” and the other to “covert movement”:

(46) Let [YP_2 [X' X^0 [...YP_1...]]], be a phrase, in which X^0 agrees with Y^0, the head that is shared by YP_1 and YP_2:\(^{34}\)

**Overt-Neglect:**
For every terminal, t, dominates by YP_1 and for every position of t, P, if X'∈P, delete P.

**Covert-Neglect:**
For every terminal, t, dominates by YP_1 and for every position of t, P, if X'∉P, delete P.

Finally – though this is not crucial for anything I’ve said here – one might combine the above with a proposal that David Pesetsky and I made in unpublished work (Fox and Pesetsky 2009). We proposed that the distribution of overt and covert movement is dependent on the way that X' and YP_2 are linearized (in a given language), specifically that phrases are linearized based on the position that would place them furthest to the left.\(^{35}\) This idea, which is designed among other things to account for the fact that extraposed NP modifiers appears on the right, can be incorporated to the current setting with the following statement:

(47) Let [YP_2 [X' X^0 [...YP_1...]]], be a phrase, in which X^0 agrees with Y^0, the head that is shared by YP_1 and YP_2:

**If X' follows its sister:**
For every terminal, t, dominates by YP_1 and for every position of t, P, if X'∈P, delete P.

**If X' precedes its sister:**

---

^{33} X and Y share A if they both dominate A and neither dominates the other. If in Merge\(_x\)(X', YP_2) the head of X' (X^0) agrees with the head of YP_2 (Y^0), it follows that X' and YP_2 share Y^0.

^{34} A fully explicit statement of these definitions would have to specify how the various players (X^0, Y^0, YP_1 and YP_2) are identified. I hope that the reader can fill in the necessary pieces.

^{35} Among the considerations we entertained (besides the fact that extraposition appears on the right) is the observation that languages like English don’t have multiple specifiers on the left and SOV languages appear to have scrambling and scope rigidity.
For every terminal, t, dominates by YP₁ and for every position of t, P, if X′∉P, delete P.

Finally, we can also think of the configuration in (44) as the trigger for TC:

(48) Let X' be a complex phrase (not a head). If in Mergeₘ(X', YP₂) the head of X' (X⁰) agrees with the head of YP₂ (Y⁰), Interpret Mergeₘ(X', YP₂) by Trace Conversion.

(49) **Trace Conversion**: Mergeₘ(X', YP) is interpreted by TC, as follows

\[ [[\text{Mergeₘ}(X', YP)]] = [[YP]] \lambda z. [[X'(i/Y⁰)]]^{i→x} \]

where i is a numerical index that does not appear in X' and X'(i/Y⁰) is a modification of X' differing only in that the highest position of the head of YP in X' bears the index i.

This together with an appropriate semantics for indexed determiners (along the lines of e.g. Elbourne 2005) derives the desired results.

(50) \[ [[Dᵢ]]^{g} = \lambda P: P(g(i))=1. g(i) \]

### 15. Sample Derivations

In this final section, I would like to go through a few sample derivations involving both overt and covert movement, with and without LM. In doing so I will be making a few choices that are not crucial for my purposes while ignoring properties of derivations that are not pertinent (e.g. successive cyclic movement through the edge of spell-out domains).

#### 15.1. Overt Movement

Consider a simple constituent question such as (Guess) *Which book Mary read.* One step in the derivation of such a question involves an interrogative C⁰ merging with TP and agreeing (under c-command) with the head of the wh-P (which boy) dominated by TP. The next step involves Merge of C' with the same wh-Phrase, as in (51) (“internal merge”). Since the external specifier of C⁰ is linearized to the left of its sister (at least in English), we have overt-neglect: all positions of the terminals dominated by *which boy*

---

36 I will not be considering here the possibility that X' = X⁰.

37 A head h is higher than h' if the first phrase that dominates h and has a different label (i.e. is a projection of a different head) dominates h'.

38 If the proposal in Fox and Johnson (2016) is correct, the entry in (50) would need to be modified in ways that should not affect what is discussed here.
(paths up the tree) that contain $C'$ are deleted, and \textit{which boy} is, consequently, linearized at the beginning of the sentence.

(51) \[ \text{[which book} [C' C^0 [TP Mary read which book]\rbracket] \]

Linearization:

\textit{Which book Mary read.}

Suppose, instead, that what merges with $C'$ is not \textit{which boy} but an entirely distinct phrase the head of which agrees with $C^0$, say \textit{which novel}, as in (52).\(^{39}\)

(52) \[ \text{[which novel} [C' C^0 [TP Mary read which book]\rbracket] \]

Linearization:

\textit{*which novel Mary read.}

Since here, just as in (51), $C^0$ agrees with \textit{which} (and since the specifier of CP is linearized here on the left), all the positions of the terminals dominated by \textit{which book} that contain $C'$ will be deleted, and since the terminal \textit{book} doesn’t have an additional position, this terminal will fail to be linearized. So if we adopt a principle that requires every terminal to be linearized, we can block a derivation of this sort:

(53) \textbf{Full Interpretation (phonology): At the point of linearization, every terminal must be associated with at least one position.}

More generally, (53) ensures that in the case of overt movement, the “head of the chain” will dominate all of the terminals dominated by the tail. But the head of the chain can contain additional material, as in the simple cases of LM identified by Lebeaux (or in more complicated cases involving embedded late merge):

(54) \[ \text{[which book that Fred bought} [C' C^0 [TP Mary read which book]\rbracket] \]

\(^{39}\) Assuming that every novel is a book, the presupposition triggered at the tail of the chain will be satisfied. If not, other examples can be chosen to make the same point.
Linearization:
*Which book that Fred bought Mary read.*

15.2. Covert *wh*-movement

Consider now a multiple *wh*-question in English (e.g. *which girl read which book yesterday*) and assume that there is a step in the derivation in which the interrogative $C^0$ agrees with both *wh*-phrases in its scope. Assume further that next two steps in the derivation involve internal merge of the two *wh*Ps as multiple specifier of $C^0$ (respecting their original c-command relationship as seen overtly in Bulgarian, Rudin, Boskovic, Richards).40,41

(55)  \[\text{[which girl } [C^* \text{ [which book } [C\ C^0 \text{ [TP which girl read which book yesterday]]]}}\]

Linearization:
*Which girl read which book yesterday*.

Since the external specifier of $C^0$ is linearized to the left of its sister $C^*$, we have overt-neglect: all positions of the terminals dominated by *which girl* (paths up the tree) that contain $C'$ are deleted, and *which girl* is, consequently, linearized at the beginning of the sentence. Following Fox and Pesetsky (2009), I assume that internal specifiers in English (in contrast to Bulgarian) are linearized to the right of their sister. We thus have covert-neglect: all positions of the terminals dominated by *which boy* that do not contain $C'$ are deleted, and *which boy* is, consequently, linearized in situ.

So this is the simple case of covert internal merge. But what happens if we try to merge different *wh*Ps in [Spec, CP]. In order for two position to be treated as a chain, I have proposed that that they must share a head (the head $C^0$ must agree – under c-command – with the head of the specifier). So let’s consider a case where the element in [Spec, CP] is distinct from the element in the base position but shares a head with it, say late merger. This gives us another way of talking about the Fox and Nissenbaum derivation of extraposition:

(56)  \[\text{[which girl } [C^* \text{ [which book that Fred bought } [C\ C^0 \\text{ [TP which girl read which book yesterday]]]}}\]

---

40 $C'$ and $C^*$ are intermediate projections of the same head $C^0$. I use different symbols to so that I can refer to each separately.

41 I will say nothing here about the principles that constraint the relative c-command of the multiple specifiers (“Tucking-in” order). All I can do at the moment is express the hope that the correct account of this effect will be compatible with the outlines of my proposal.

One speculation that I hope to investigate further is based on the idea that when interrogative $C$ has multiple specifiers [C TP] has two binder indices appended to it (and is interpreted as a two place function $\lambda x.\lambda y.f(x)(y)$, as in Barker 2007, Beck 2000, Nissenbaum 2000 and Sauerland 1998b). This would require a rephrasing of the TC rule in (49). But it will have the advantage of allowing us to derive tucking in from a more general requirement that the relationship between the binder indices and the heads they bind will involve nested (rather than crossing) dependencies.
Linearization:

Which girl read which book yesterday that Fred bought.

The word order is that of extraposition: all terminals dominated by which book have two positions and are pronounced in the base position (since the other positions would lead to linearization further to the right, given Fox and Pesetsky’s assumption, and as we see by a consideration of where the relative clause is pronounced); the terminals dominated by the relative clause have only one position and are linearized based on this position.

Finally we need to consider cases where [Spec, CP] is even less similar to the base position, namely the covert analog of (52), e.g. (57). A structure such as (57), in contrast to (52), is not ruled-out by phonological consideration of Full Interpretation – (53). Furthermore it is interpretable by TC (see note 39).

(57)  [which girl [C* [which novel [C C0
                [TP which girl read which book yesterday]]]]

Linearization:

*Which girl read which book yesterday novel.

If what I’m suggesting here is correct, there must, therefore, be another way of ruling out such a structure. To this effect, I would like to point out that Takahashi and Hulsey’s (2009) principle that rules-out late merger of NPs in A-bar movement (what they’ve called whole sale late merge) could serve as the missing piece. Specifically, Takahashi and Hulsey’s principle would rule out (57), where the NP novel is not case-licensed.

15.3. Covert QR

Covert QR should work just like covert wh-Movement. But if David Pesetsky and I are correct about the overt/covert distinction, the high position of a covertly moved QP must be linearized to the right of its scope (else the movement would be overt). We proposed that this holds because covertly moved QPs, just like covertly moved whPs, are internal specifiers (and internal specifiers are more generally linearized on the right in English). Specifically we claimed that QR involves Merge of a QP dominated by VP (or, here, a constituent that shares a head with it) as an internal specifier of TP.42 Before this can happen (under the set of assumptions entertained here), T0 must agree with the QP. So I will assume that T0 can be enriched to contain a quantificational feature (as in Chomsky 1995, chapter 4). We, thus, have the structure in (58) in which T0 agrees with every, after which T can merge with every book (that Fred recommended), yielding (59) before the subject Mary, which agrees with T0 in phi features, is merged in the external specifier position:

(58)  [T T0 [vp Mary read every book]]
(59)  [every thing [T T0 [vp Mary read every thing]]]

42 This assumption is not crucial for our current purposes, but it does derive the covertness of QR along with a few additional properties (see Fox and Pesetsky 2009).
(60)  [Mary [T* every book that Fred recommended [T T° [vP Mary read every book yesterday]]]]

Linearization:

Mary read every book yesterday (that Fred recommended).

If internal specifiers are in general linearized on the right of their sisters in English, the higher positions of the terminals dominated by every book will be deleted (the positions that do not contain T'), and the word order of extraposition would be derived.
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